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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Complex geometries in buildings have become more
common in contemporary architecture. Concurrently,
sustainable design is a rapidly growing segment of the
building industry. One of the biggest challenges for the
designers of sustainable buildings is achieving energy
efficient designs utilizing parametric and/or creative
configurations.
It is often difficult to accurately predict the energy
performance of buildings that incorporate complex
geometry in architectural design. The main reason
behind this is that most simulation programs are
designed for box-shaped buildings. Even building codes
or standards, such as ASHRAE 90.1, do not account for
issues regarding complex geometry. (Ko, 2012)
Therefore in some cases, there are no feasible ways of
considering the code or energy simulation.
This paper addresses the complex geometry issue in
two parts: 1) a brief review of the current energy codes
and standards in regards to angular dependence of
SHGC for glazing property requirements and 2) a
comparison of several building energy simulation
programs in modelling of complex façades. In the first
half, the limitation of energy codes and standards such
as ASHRAE 90.1 were discussed. In the second half,
several building simulation programs (Ecotect,
eQUEST, IES-VE, DesignBuilder and EnergyPro) were
investigated to check how the programs reflect the
subject discussed in the first half, (i.e. if inclination of
glazing had been properly accounted for). In the review,
two issues were considered: if the program itself either
imports or calculates the SHGC at different angles of
incidence for each glazing system, and if the complex
façade geometry can be modelled accurately in the
software programs. At the end, a case study with glass
dome was simulated in different programs and the
results were compared.

Solar heat gain calculation can be broken down into
two components: incident solar radiation on a building
facade, and solar radiation transmittance through
glazing. There are three main components of solar
radiation in the sky: direct solar radiation, diffuse solar
radiation and reflected radiation. ‘Direct radiation’
refers to solar radiation that comes straight from the sun
to the surface of the earth. ‘Diffuse radiation’ refers to
scattered sunlight in the atmosphere that still reaches
the surface of the earth. ‘Reflected radiation’ refers to
sunlight scattered by the ground. Among these three
forms of sunlight, direct solar radiation is much more
intense than diffuse or reflected radiation. Therefore,
direct sunlight is the major contributing factor to solar
heat gain. When the sky is clear and the sun is at a high
angle in the sky, direct radiation accounts for around
85% of the total insolation striking the ground, and
diffuse radiation accounts for about 15% (FT Exploring
Science and Technology). By contrast, on a truly
overcast day, nearly 100% of the solar radiation is
diffuse radiation. The percentage of direct solar
radiation is much greater in lower latitudes and in
sunnier locations. Additionally, sunny locations such as
Los Angeles tend to have less seasonal variation in the
ratio between diffuse and direct radiation.
Moreover, when sunlight hits glazing, it is partially
transmitted, reflected, and absorbed by the glazing
(Center for Sustainable Building Research, 2011). The
sum of these three fractions is equal to 1. The solar heat
gain through fenestration is calculated based on the
amount of transmitted and absorbed solar radiation. The
absorbed heat is reemitted to both the inside and the
outside, and the amount of the emitted heat can be
ascertained by multiplying N (U-factor divided by heat
transfer coefficient of the glazing) and the absorbed
fraction of solar radiation (ASHRAE, 2005). As the
SHGC equation, Equation 1, shows, these values are
angularly and spectrally selective.
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Figure 1 Solar radiation incident on a fenestration

(1)
As previously discussed, the direct solar radiation and
solar heat gain coefficient is affected by incident angle
which can be obtained by sun angle, the surface
orientation, and angle of tilt. If the building has a
faceted surface, this incident angle and angulareffective SHGC influence the solar heat gain value
which is directly related to peak cooling load and
energy consumption. (Ko, 2011)
Peak loads impact mechanical system selection and size,
duct sizes and increased airflows, resulting in increased
capital and operational costs. It is therefore vital to
predict the amount of solar gain and the time it peaks
accurately in order to make decisions about the façade
properties and system selection even at a conceptual
design phase (Waddell 2010).
The solar energy flow through a fenestration may be
split into two parts, opaque and glazing portions, q op
and qs, respectively, as given in Equation 2
Qsol = Aopqop + Asqs
(2)
where, Aop refers the area of the opaque part and As
means the area of the glazing. The glazing portion of
the solar energy can be divided into three parts: direct
beam radiation (qb), diffuse sky radiation (qd), and
radiation reflected from the ground (qr). The equation
for incident solar flux to glazing is defined as
qs= qb + qd + qr
(3)
Direct normal radiation is one of the main contributors
of solar heat gain through fenestration. It can be
obtained by multiplying the direct incident solar
radiation (ED) by SHGC. ED can be calculated by direct
normal solar radiation (EDN) and cosine of Ɵ. Ɵ
represents the angle of incidence. Figure 1 shows the
effect of incident angle on incident solar radiation.
DSHG is obtained from EDN, cos Ɵ, SHGC (Ɵ).
qb = EDN * cosƟ * SHGC(Ɵ)

(4)

One should note that the incident angle has an effect on
both the cosine and SHGC. The angle-dependence in
DSHG is critical and ignoring can make a big
difference from reality. (Ko, 2011)
Although standardized values for solar heat gain
coefficient (SHGC) are determined for normal
incidence, this is actually a very rare occurrence during
energy simulations, in which the windows experience
relatively high incidence angles the vast majority of the
time. This procedure addresses the topic of converting
normal incidence SHGC to angular dependent data
(Arasteh and Kohler, 2009). Angular properties of
glazing systems vary with the number of layers, tints,
and coatings. Therefore, products that have the same
SHGC can have different angular properties (Arasteh
and Kohler, 2009). Using the spreadsheet calculation
from previous conference proceeding paper, ‘TILTED
GLAZING IN BUILDING SIMULATIONS AND ITS
EFFECT ON FORM-REFINEMENT OF COMPLEX
FACADES’, one can calculate the accurate DSHG.

REVIEW OF BUILDING ENERGY
STANDARDS
1. ASHRAE 90.1
ASHRAE 90.1 (ASHRAE STANDARD: Energy
Standard for Buildings except Low-Rise Residential
Buildings) is one of the standards frequently used for
building energy industry for LEED certification etc.
This standard was reviewed with consideration to
angle-dependent SHGC. In section 5, ASHRAE
accounts for the detailed requirements of building
envelope and there are four different methods to follow
in order to meet the code: Prescriptive Path, Building
Envelope Trade off Option, Energy Cost Budget
Method, and Performance Rating Method. Among them,
the prescriptive path defines every single criterion for
energy requirements such as assembly maximum Ufactor, SHGC, and maximum glazing area, depending
on the climate, and the building component type and
therefore is the studied method in this paper.

Figure 2 Building envelope requirement for climate
zone 1, ASHRAE 90.1-2007
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To see how angular dependence of glazing properties is
applied in ASHRAE 90.1, the details in the prescriptive
path were reviewed. (Figure 2) Surprisingly, no
consideration of the solar angle of incidence was found,
as well as the orientation of the fenestrations (except for
90.1-2004), which makes a huge difference in terms of
solar heat gain calculation. ASHRAE 90.1 only
accounts for the SHGC at a normal angle. This means
that the sun is assumed to be stationary and sunlight
always penetrates a fenestration at a normal angle.
According to this way of thinking, tilted fenestration
always has a lower effective SHGC value than
fenestration that is vertical because of the sun angles.
However, the sun changes its position over time of day
and day of year. If the accurate effect of the tilted
glazing needs to be taken into account, it would require
a more complicated approach.
2. Title 24
Building Energy Efficiency Standards for Residential
and Non-Residential Buildings, Title 24 is California
Energy Commission’s standard. For envelope, section
116, 117, 118 are mandatory and 143 are prescriptive. It
has a separate window to wall ratio [WWR] regulation
for the west façade. There are different SHGC
requirements for different WWRs. However, the
definition of west façade is unclear as contemporary
buildings may have a complex floor layout, which is
sometimes difficult to define. In addition, Title 24 also
does not have any specific requirements for angular
dependence on SHGC.
In ASHRAE 90.1 and Title 24, one can tell there is not
enough consideration on the angular dependence of
SHGC. As a consequence, energy simulation software
programs and energy modellers can be misled or build
inaccurate building energy models. Following sections
review how this negligence makes a big difference in
energy modelling and the software programs.

REVIEW OF BUILDING SIMULATION
PROGRAMS
One critical concern in this research paper is the
consideration that glazing might be tilted on a building
façade. Several building simulation programs (Ecotect,
eQUEST, IES-VE, DesignBuilder and Energypro) were
investigated to check if inclined glazing can be properly
accounted for. In the review, two issues were
considered: if the program itself either imports or
calculates the SHGC at a different angle of incidence
for each glazing system, and if the complex façade
geometry can be modeled accurately in the programs.

1. Ecotect
Ecotect was reviewed to see if it accurately takes into
account tilting and DSHG through the glazing.
Autodesk® Ecotect® Analysis, is a comprehensive
concept-to-detail sustainable building design tool.
(Ecotect website) It is popularly used for the
preliminary studies in sustainable design. Ecotect
Analysis deals with several aspects of building
performance: whole-building energy analysis, thermal
performance, water usage and cost evaluation, solar
radiation, daylighting, and shadows and reflections.
In terms of angular dependence of glazing systems,
Ecotect does not have the capability to import the
Window6 (LBNL software based on NFRC calculations)
files that provide accurate SHGC at different incident
angles. There is only one section in which one can input
the refractive index of glass, admittance, and SHGC,
which is the value at the normal incidence. Ecotect uses
the shading coefficient method, which is first calculated
the angular dependence for a standard 1/8-in thick clear
glass, then multiplied by the shading coefficient of the
specified glazing. Because this method uses the angular
dependence of solar transmission and absorption for
standard glass rather than the actual angular
dependence, it can lead to inaccuracies in energy
performance prediction.
Ecotect does account for the tilted effect of glazing, but
it is difficult to make a ‘correct model.’ In other words,
the program assigns surface normals to walls and
windows and then ignores any surface which points
away from the sun. But the surface normals are
invisible when inputting and rendering the model. This
sometimes results in inaccuracies, especially with
imported surfaces and occasionally with surfaces drawn
natively within Ecotect, since the surface normal is
determined by the clockwise or counterclockwise order
of the polygon points.
Figure 3 shows the possible inaccuracy that can occur
in the modeling of tilted glazing. There are two sets of
tilted glass surfaces. Even though they have exactly the
same angles of tilt and size, the amount of incident
solar radiation on the surfaces are different, as shown
by the color variation (note that the dark blue color
represents less incident solar radiation). As this figure
clearly shows, the program does not consider these two
sets as to be similar. The normals face in opposite
directions but users can easily assume that they are the
same because they look exactly the same in the 3D
modeling screen. Under the Basic Data feature, Ecotect
provides all of the information of the selected object,
such as orientation, size, and so on. From this feature,
Ecotect recognized the glazed objects in the first set as
south-facing but the glazed objects in the second set as
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north-facing. The reason why Ecotect recognized these
two sets differently is that the order of surface
construction is different.

Figure 3 Modeling tilted glazing in Ecotect
When the user wants to construct a south-facing surface
based on vertices, the vertices should be assigned in a
counter-clock wise direction. Otherwise, entering
vertices in clockwise order creates the opposite surface
normal, so it would be recognized as a north-facing
surface. The difference is the reason why their incident
solar radiation results are not identical. This case
indicates that it is easy to build an incorrect geometry in
Ecotect, leading architects to make erroneous decisions
when they apply the performance results from Ecotect
to their schematic design phase. (Figure 4)

Figure 4 Modeling a complex facade in Ecotect
Ecotect uses ‘Admittance Method’ for solar heat gain
calculation. This is a simplified steady-state method
that is based on a 24-hour cycle, and was originally
created to make manual calculations easier for the peak
internal temperatures of a building. It is not useful for
detailed hourly analysis or for matching true energy use.
Users should only study relative differences, not
absolute values such as those needed for regulatory
work. (Autodesk Sustainability Workshop, 2013) This
can give us very general picture of how the geometry of
the building performs, specifically in the early stage of
design. However, the values are not accurate enough for
other analysis.

2. eQUEST
eQUEST uses DOE-2.2 engine and consists of a shell
that writes files that are read by DOE in sequence, in
order to perform the calculations (Milne, 2010). It
contains simulations of building systems and occupancy
schedules. It can model the interaction between loads,
systems, plants, and economics. The program is widely
used in the building industry.
eQUEST can import a Window 6 report as the optical
properties of the specific glazing system. Using these
properties improves the accuracy of the calculations,
because the glazings represent actual products and the
simulations employ the angular properties of the
glazing systems from Window 6 (James J. Hirsch &
Associates, 2006). However, there are three ways to
determine window optical properties in eQUEST:
window shading coefficient method, window library
method, and window layers method. (DOE-2.0
Document, 2006) A user who chooses the first method
enters the window’s shading coefficient, visible
transmittance, and conductance. The second method
requires that the user simply chooses the window from
the window library in eQUEST. Importing the Window
6 report is the third method. To obtain an accurate
calculation based on the angular dependence of the
specific glazing system, this third method is the best
choice, as glazing systems can have coatings or
multiple layers that may adversly affect the program’s
ability to produce an accurate calculation.
In the 3D modeling screen, eQUEST has the capability
to accept the tilt of a wall at user specified angles,
which can then assigned the same tilt to the window as
well.
3. IES-VE
Integrated Environmental Solutions (IES) VE is one of
the popular building energy simulation programs
among the building energy consultants. It has the
capability of importing Revit and SketchUp geometries.
It provides detailed HVAC input options for users and
includes the ability of modeling a complex building
geometry.
Heat gain calculation in VE is carried out the user
specified time steps, using weather data provided in
APlocate. (Apache Calc User Guide) In glazing
properties, a direct Window 6 report import is not
currently available within the VE but the calculated
results from the Window 6 tab for transmittance,
reflectance and emissivity can be manually entered in
to the Glazed Construction tab. (Waddell and Kaserekar,
2010)
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Figure 5 Glazing properties in IES-VE

Figure 6 Modeling tilted glazing in DesignBuilder

Based on these inputs, VE automatically provides
derived parameters. (Figure 5) The derived properties
of glazing are given using an analysis based on the
Fresnel equations. As previously mentioned, VE has the
capability of modeling tilted surface or glazing
accurately using the vertices -oriented method in
ModelIT under the surface-edit tab. The one difference
from Ecotect is that in VE, the user needs to input the
specific distance for at least two vertices at the same
time to tilt the wall if the wall already has a window. In
addition, the user needs to change the window
parameters. This is in another menu where he/she can
say the angle of wall that a window is set in. The
minimum tilt angle needs to be set to 0 so that it will be
able to place into the wall user edited before for the
angle.

This inventory is good enough to create the user’s own
glazing system in order to determine performance
values. (Figure 6) In terms of modeling tilted surfaces
in DesignBuilder, the cut and boolean function is
employed. The user can create simple-tilted surfaces,
but this would not be easy if the building had a complex
geometric facade. In this case, the user may choose to
employ other programs, such as Ecotect, to provide
gbXML to DesignBuilder.

4. DesignBuilder
DesignBuilder is one of the most popular programs that
energy modelers use in the current era. This is mainly
because it is a comprehensive user interface to the
EnergyPlus, dynamic thermal simulation engine,
supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
There are two methods to set the glazing type and its
properties: selecting one of the glazing systems in the
built-in library, or inputting details of the glazing
system the user applies. If the user sets up the glazing
properties, he/she can either input the values directly or
select layers and let the program calculate the property
values based on the composition of the glazing system.
DesignBuilder does not have the capability of
importing Window6 angular data directly, but it
features the International Glass Database, which
contains over 4,000 types of glass.

5. EnergyPro v6
EnergyPro is a certified program under California Code
Compliance (Title 24). The non-residential version uses
the DOE-2.1e engine. Even though it is not intended as
a design tool, EnergyPro does have performance reports
for Title 24 or LEED compliance, and thus many
building professionals use this program. Compared to
other programs, EnergyPro lacks many input options
for detailed modeling and does not have a 3D modeling
screen. The user simply inputs all the numbers that
define the geometry of the building, but the actual 3D
building geometry is not available. If incorrect
numerical data is entered, the user would not easily
realize that the modeling result is also incorrect.
In addition, the most problematic issue is that the input
variation for different orientations and the lack of input
for the tilt of walls and windows. There are only four
sections for wall orientations, assigning orthogonal to
each other. This assumption is an issue of concern if the
user has a faceted building with more than four
orientations for walls and windows. In addition, there is
no input for the tilt angles of walls and windows, so
users are forced to comply to the vertical wall only. As
this paper previously pointed out, the tilt angle for
window greatly affects DSHG. If the user assumes that
the all the windows are vertical rather than tilted, then
the projected total energy performance of the building
should vastly differ from the actual building
performance.
In terms of the effective SHGC of each glazing system,
EnergyPro has only one input for solar heat gain
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calculation, which is SHGC at normal incidence. They
have a window library, but it simply provides the
SHGC value. It is clear that EnergyPro’s window
library is not comprehensive, as the list of glazing
systems is very simple. (Figure 7) The user can add
customized glazing properties but inputs are limited by
SHGC at normal incidence; there is no input section for
the accurate angle-depencence.

Figure 7 Modeling tilted glazing in EnergyPro
6. Window6
Window6 allows users can create detailed glazing make
up: monolithic glass and interlayer types, thickness, and
thermal characteristics. Based on the glass make up, the
specific thermal/ visual performance of glazing can be
analyzed. To get the glazing data for accurate solar gain
calculation, Window6 glazing data can be exported and
imported in certain software programs such as eQuest
and Design builder.

2. Building Envelope Properties
To insure consistency in the simulation, the opague
wall properties were assigned as adiabatic, which has
no heat transfer to outside conditions. For the glazing,
Two panes of PPG glass, which has an SHGC of 0.392,
were chosen to be tested.
3. Testing Condition

Figure 9 Two testing geometries
The floor area of the zone was 10x10=100 ft², and the
zone height was 12 ft. One of the models has a 15
degree inward tilt, and the other has vertical glazing.
The tilted surface occurs in the south façade and has
100% of the glazing area.
Peak Incident Radiation

Peak Incident Radiation(BTU/ft2)
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Figure 8 Window6, glazing system library
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Figure 8 shows the glass system library showing the
detailed property values of assigned glazing system. If
the user hit one of the tabs at the bottom of the window,
‘Angular Data’, it will calculate the angular dependent
characteristics of the glazing. Window 6 is not energy
simulation program but powerful resource to get the
accurate glazing system properties.

SIMULATION 1 RESULT AND ANALYSIS
1. Location/ Weather Data
The weather file used in all of the simulations was
USA_CA_Los.Angeles.Intl.AP.722950_TMY3.epw,
from the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Peak Solar Gain

Peak Solar Gain (BTU/ft2)
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Total solar gain throughout the year was also compared
to see if there was any percentage difference between
peak solar gain and total value. Obviously, total solar
gain has a bigger percentage difference between tilted
and vertical glazing, as the graph above shows. IES-VE
has a 46% increase in tilted glazing, while Ecotect
shows a 62% increase and DesignBuilder shows a 32%
increase. The interesting point in this comparison is that
DesignBuilder showed the smallest difference in peak
solar gain, but it has the biggest difference in terms of
total solar gain. To see the monthly pattern of solar gain,
the graph below was also plotted.

75⁰ 90⁰ 75⁰ 90⁰ 75⁰ 90⁰ 75⁰ 90⁰
IES-VE

Design
Builder

eQuest

Ecotect

Monthly-Total Solar Gain Graph

Monthly Total Solar Gain
The graph above shows the peak incident radiation and
peak solar gain. DesignBuilder has a 10% difference in
both graphs. From this results, one might surmise that
DesignBuilder result has minimal angle-dependence of
SHGC, because it has the same percentage difference as
peak incident radiation. On the other hand, the peak
solar gain in IES-VE and eQuest have slightly different
percentages of 18% (IES-VE at 3% more) and 14%
(eQuest at 1% more) between tilt and vertical. Ecotect
shows a 37% increase in tilted glazing, which is only 13%
in peak incident radiation by comparison. (Figure 10)
One can safely assume that Ecotect calculates out the
angular effect of SHGC much more so than other
programs.
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Tilt vs. Vertical in Different Simulation tools
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between Solar gain and Incident
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In summary, tilted glass has different solar gain
behavior, and it is also different based on the simulation
engines. Mostly, 30 to 35% of solar gain and incident
radiation differences were shown, but the percentages
between tilt and verticals vary in terms of software used.
Based on the same properties of building envelope, and
climate data, the solar gain value should be the same,
but the calculation methods or procedure in simulation
software programs are not identical, and as a result,
there are differences in the programs. Additionally,
some software, such as Ecotect, shows the biggest
difference between solar gain and incident radiation, or
tilt and vertical, but compared to IES or DesignBuilder,
they have subtle differences. Therefore, the standard
method of calculation, taking into account the tilted
glass, needs to be more carefully restricted to achieve
‘real’ values.

The practical contribution of this case study was to
compare the differences in the simulation results when
using different interfaces to run the same building
geometry design. The case study has 133’ diameter
glass dome in Los Angeles, and currently it is under the
design development phase (Figure 10). Given the
climate, 100% clear glass dome would not be feasible
due to the high insolation as well as relatively high
temperature range. As a shading strategy, the design
team considered different percentages of frit on to the
glass panel; 20, 40, 60, 80%. There were two issues in
energy modelling of this project: whether or not we can
build the dome geometry, and if we can assign the
accurate glazing properties of each panel in the energy
simulation program. For the comparison, the same size
of dome structures were built in IES-VE and eQuest, .
1. Location/ Weather Data
The weather file used in all of the simulations was
USA_CA_Los.Angeles.Intl.AP.722950_TMY3.epw,
from the U.S. Department of Energy.
2. Building Envelope Properties
To insure consistency in the simulation, the opaque
wall properties were assigned as adiabatic, which has
no heat transfer to outside conditions. For the skin of
the dome, two panes of PPG glass, which has an SHGC
of 0.392, were chosen to be tested.
3. Testing Condition
133’ dome structure with 90% of glazing area.
IES-VE

SIMULATION 2 RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Figure 11 Dome model in IES-VE

Figure 10 Tilt angle definition diagram (Building
Desgin + Construction, 2013)

In IES-VE, modeling the dome geometry was possible,
but the software was unable to model the curved
surface. However, the dome geometry took into account
the various orientations and angle of tilt (surface
azimuth and altitude). Assigning different types of
glazing for each panel was also possible even though it
needed to be done by one-by-one, which consumed a
lot of time to apply for the whole geometry.
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led the differences in simulated solar gain as shown in
the graph.

eQuest

CONCLUSION

Figure 12 Dome model in eQuest
In eQuest, using ‘shell command’, the circular floor
plan was possible to be built, but it was hard to to make
the spherical look as eQuest was not able to make
different configuration of floor plan and ceiling. In
other words, tilting the wall was possible but the ceiling
shape did not change simultaneously, so it became a
large overhang. The closest look that users can model
was to make 10 levels and stack it up and remove floors
between the levels to connect the entire place as a one
big atrium space. There were other ways to build a
semi-sphere geometry such as a pyramid shape using
the ‘roof command’, however it would give a much
smaller volume of the atrium space than the actual
dome shape, therefore this option was not considered.
The 3D render model view also had some errors as it
didn’t show the correct skylights and windows even
though they were input.
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The graph above indicates the solar gain comparison in
the dome space for half of the year. As one can tell
from the previous section, IES-VE is the closest to the
reality in terms of geometry and glazing panels. Even
though the author tried to build the same case study into
different software programs, there were differences
because of lack of input or the way they are built. This

As reviewed in this paper, energy simulation programs
either do not have any or enough capability to take the
complex geometry of tilted glazing of buildings into
account. As the solar gain for those designs is a critical
part of the building systems, if the capacities of the
systems are incorrectly sized, the energy models
produce inaccurate and/or misleading results. Another
contributing factor to this problem is the deficiency in
building energy standards and simulation procedures.
As energy modelling gets more popular to support
sustainable building design process, more attention on
the accuracy of building energy simulations becomes a
necessity, rather than focusing on how fast the
simulations can be done or how to get unrealistically
higher number of credits in green building certificates
using energy simulation results.
There are two ways to improve the current issues that
the paper addressed: Policy level and individual level.
Firstly, it is suggested that the building energy
standards and energy model guidelines define detailed
SHGC requirements based on building geometry and
climate conditions. The standards can provide special
factors or equations to control the angular dependence
of SHGC in specific orientations, angles of tilt and
climates. Along with the consideration in the standards
and guidelines, individual energy modelers can improve
the simulation process by understanding different
software programs’ capability and strength, and select
the right simulation tools for their building energy
simulations. In line with in-depth knowledge in the
software tools and programs, careful attention in
dealing with complex building design and geometry
should be emphasized in the simulation process. In
other words, energy analysts should not oversimplify
the geometry of complex buildings for the sake of
saving time. This could be another step for the current
green building industry towards achieving ‘true high
performance buildings’.
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